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SUBJECT
HOMEWORK 

NUMBER
DUE DATE

TICK WHEN 

COMPLETE

ART 1 FRIDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 2023

CHILD 

DEVELOPMENT

1 WEDNESDAY 8TH FEBRUARY 

2023

CITIZENSHIP 1

2

FRIDAY 2OTH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 10TH FEBRUARY 2023

COMPUTING 1

2

THURSDAY 12TH JANUARY 

2023

FRIDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 2023

DESIGN AND 

TECHNOLOGY

1 WEDNESDAY 8TH FEBRUARY 

2023

DRAMA 1 FRIDAY 13TH JANUARY 2023

ENGLISH 1

2

3

4

5

6

FRIDAY 13TH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 20TH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 27TH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 2023

FRIDAY 10TH FEBRUARY 2023

FRIDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 2023

YEAR 11  SPR ING TERM ONE  2023  

HOMEWORK DEADL INES  PAGE :
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SUBJECT
HOMEWORK 

NUMBER 
DUE DATE

TICK WHEN 

COMPLETE

FOOD, 

PREPERATION 

AND NUTRITION

1

2

FRIDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 2023

FRIDAY 4TH FEBRUARY 2023

GEOGRAPHY 1

2

THURSDAY 26TH JANUARY 

2023

MONDAY 13TH FEBRUARY 

2023

HISTORY 1

2

3

4

5

6

FRIDAY 13TH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 20TH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 27TH JANUARY 2023

FRIDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 2023

FRIDAY 10TH FEBRUARY 2023

FRIDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 2023

MUSIC 1 FRIDAY 13TH JANUARY 2023

PHOTOGRAPHY 1 THURSDAY 16TH FEBRUARY 2023

YEAR 11  SPR ING TERM ONE  2023  

HOMEWORK DEADL INES  PAGE :
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YEAR 11  SPR ING TERM ONE  2023  

HOMEWORK DEADL INES  PAGE :

SUBJECT
HOMEWORK 

NUMBER
DUE DATE

TICK WHEN 

COMPLETE

PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION

1

2

WEDNESDAY 25TH

JANUARY 2023

TUESDAY 14TH FEBRUARY 
2023

RELIGIOUS 

EDUCATION

1

2

THURSDAY 19TH FEBRUARY 

2023

FRIDAY 17TH FEBRUARY 2023

SPANISH 1

2

WEDNESDAY 25TH JANUARY 
2023

THURSDAY 16TH FEBRUARY 
2023

URDU

1 WEDNESDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 

2023

3

Due dates for Maths Homeworks – Please see Maths Watch.
Due dates for Science Homeworks – Please see Senaca Learning.



INCOMPLETE 

HOMEWORK TRACKER

SUBJECT TEACHER DATE
SIGNED BY TEACHER 

ON COMPLETION
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A R T  

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 1

Week Task Completed/Worked on Teacher signature

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

During Year 10/11 there is an expectation that you will 
take your folder home and spend two hours per week 
catching up with your homework! Below is a tick list to 

be signed by your teacher to show that you are 
working on your coursework from home. On thew 

next page is tips on how to improve your work setting 
your own homework's.
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A R T  

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 2

Tips to improve your sketchbooks

Use a consistent presentation style

Some students favor hard-edged, ‘cleaner’ presentation methods; 

others prefer a messier, gestural style. Neither is better than the other: 

both can be executed well. Jumping from one presentation style to 

another, however, may result in a submission that is distracting and 

disjointed.

Vary page layouts to create visual interest

Some sketchbook pages should have many illustrations, others a 

single artwork, and the remainder something in between. Vary the 

positioning of images and text on the page. Don’t be afraid of white 

space.

Order work so that it shows the development of ideas

Although a sketchbook is an informal, free-flowing document, it is 

important to remember that an examiner picks it up and ‘reads’ it in a 

short period of time. Structure the sketchbook in a way that reflects 

the overall development of your project.

Do not bulk up your sketchbook with weaker work

Weak work sets off alarm bells for an examiner, alerting them to be on 

the lookout for weaknesses elsewhere. This does not mean that 

anything ‘less than perfect’ should be discarded. Mistakes provide 

valuable learning opportunities and cues for how subsequent learning 

took place. However, you must discriminate. If an image is glaringly 

worse than others, consider improving or eliminating it. Seek your 

teacher’s guidance before removing any artwork; improving existing 

work is often much faster than starting afresh.

Craft the sketchbook with care

The sketchbook offers an opportunity to remind the examiner that 

you are a dedicated, hard-working student, and that you care about 

the subject. This does not mean you must cram your sketchbook with 

intense, labored work (sometimes an expressive two-minute charcoal 

drawing is all that is needed), but rather that the sketchbook should 

speak of your effort, commitment, and passion.

6



A R T  

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 2

Tips on setting your own homework tasks

Check your checklist/tracker

Your teacher will often make notes on your checklist to 

show what is missing or circle and incomplete and what 

need to be added (such as annotation).

What did you not complete in class?

You often know if you didn’t get to complete something 

in class and this is a perfect thing to set yourself for 

homework. Often while it is fresh in your mind the work 

left over from the same day is thew work to be doing at 

home.

Ask for advice from peers/teachers

What do they think you can improve on or needs more 

adding to it. It is a technique that you need to practice or 

something that you need to research?

Understand what your strengths and weaknesses are

If you understand what you do well and not so well, you 

will learn what you need to dedicate more time to, and 

this is something that can be done at home.

Look up examples online of good GCSE work

Understand what you are traying to achieve by looking 

at examples of Artwork online. It is important that you 

can tell what work will get you a decent grade and what 

will not. Therefore, understanding what elements of your 

work that you can work on.

7



C H I L D  D E V E L O P M E N T

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 1

Intellectual needs

You work at a pre-school where you are the key worker for 
four-year-old Nathan. You have been working closely with 
Nathan to help him learn to use tools, as he finds fine 
manipulative skills challenging.

Nathan’s dad calls to say that Nathan won’t be in for a little 
while as he has bronchitis, and this is aggravating his asthma. 

He asks you to suggest some suitable quiet activities he can 
do at home with Nathan. He’d like to continue to work on 

Nathan’s fine manipulative skills if possible.
Thought storm suitable activities with a partner. Then 
choose the best six to suggest to Nathan’s dad.

8



C H I L D  D E V E L O P M E N T

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 1

…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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C I T I Z E N S H I P

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 1

(a) Name one tax that UK citizens pay on their wages. (1)

........................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................
(b) Since 1980 there has been a large increase in UK central government spending on pensions. 

Explain two reasons for this. (4) 1

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................... 2 

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................
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C I T I Z E N S H I P

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 1

(c) Suggest three possible reasons why a government might decide to 
increase spending on schools. (2) 
1 
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
............................... ........................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................ ….....
2 
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................…........
3 
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
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C I T I Z E N S H I P

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 2

4 (a) Identify why the first-past-the-post system has been criticised for 
being unfair. (1)
A A party with a large share of votes may gain few seats.

B A party with a small share of votes may gain few seats. 

C It is too difficult to predict the final result in advance.

D The system is too difficult to understand. 

b) Which statement about UK general elections is correct? (1)
A They are held once every 4 years.

B They are held once every 5 years.

C The prime minister can normally choose which year to hold a 
general election.

D The prime minister can normally choose which month to hold a 
general election.

c) Which of the following groups of adults can vote in UK general 
elections? (1)
A All EU citizens

B Scottish people 

C Prisoners serving sentences of less than 10 years

D Anyone who has been living in the UK for at least five years

12



C I T I Z E N S H I P

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 2

Source B: The right to vote – or not Russell Brand is a comedian and actor. He believes that 
democracy in the UK is not working. In 2014 he told his 7 million Twitter followers, many of 
whom are young, not to bother voting in elections. He says the ‘first-past-the-post’ system 
of electing a government does not give a result that reflects the choices of voters. Another 
comedian, Robert Webb, has argued that Brand is wrong. In a magazine article, Webb 
talked about the importance of not forgetting our ‘hard won liberties’, including the right 
to vote. In schools and colleges, some students have shown they believe that voting 
matters. This is done by holding ‘mock elections’. Students take the role of candidates and 
give serious or funny speeches. At a Midlands school, one girl’s speech compared politics in 
the UK with life in non-democratic countries like China and North Korea. She argued that 
over-18s are lucky to have a say in how the country is run. She also said that her political 
party would reduce taxes.

(d) Source B describes a mock election at a Midlands school. Explain how 
mock elections like this can help to strengthen democracy in the UK. (6) 
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................13



C O M P U T I N G

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 1
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C O M P U T I N G

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER

YR 11

SPR 1 HW 2
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D E S I G N  T E C H N O L O G Y

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER DWA 

YR 11 AUT 2 
HW 1

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………

……………………………………………………

…………………………………………………….

In the box below write the definition of 
anthropometrics. Give an example of a product 
where anthropometrics are used.

Look closely at the size of handles, height of 
work tops/hobs and oven. 

-Are they in reach for 
an adult?

-Do handles fit the size
of an average sized hand?

Example

Have a look at the layout of your kitchen at 
home. Look closely at how  anthropometric data 
is used in the design of  your kitchen. How many 
examples can you find?

Challenge

!

1) Look at the image of the headset shown below. 

Identify two key features where anthropometrics are used

in the design of the headset. One has been completed for

you.

1.  The location of the microphone on the headset is in line

with the average adult’s mouth. 

2.  ………………………………………………………………..

3. ………………………………………………………………….

16
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D E S I G N  T E C H N O L O G Y

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11  
SPR1 HW 1

Natural and manufactured timbers Task 1

Reinforce your knowledge of tree types. Complete the table below, indicating whether the tree is deciduous or 

evergreen and the type of wood.

Tree Ash Beech Larch Mahogany Oak Pine Spruce

Deciduous 

Evergreen

Softwood

Hardwood 

Task 2

(a) Look at the selection of wooden items and state whether it would be made from hardwood or softwood.

Telegraph pole Fence panel Hockey stick

(a) Explain the reason for your choice.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………................

Task 3

(a) In the construction of a timber-framed house, select and justify three timber-based materials used for the 

build.

(i)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

(ii)………………………………………………………………………………………………………….........

(iii)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

(b) Below is an interior view of a house. Suggest a suitable timber based material for making each of the 

following:

(i) Kitchen cabinet carcase / frames………………………………

(ii) Front door………………………………………………………….

(iii) Wardrobe doors…………………………………………………..

(iv) Dining table – Premium quality………………………………….

(c) For each of your answers to (b) above, describe the properties that make these an appropriate choice.

(d) (i) ……………………………………………………………………………………(ii)……………………………….......................................

(iii)………………………………………………………………………………….iv)…………………………………………………………

…………..
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D R A M A

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 1

For your script in Component 2 use the instructions below to 
split the script into Units and Objectives.
Read all the instructions before you start to break it down.

• Break the script down the script into Units (sections).
• A unit (AKA beat) is a portion of a scene that contains one 

objective for an actor.
• There can be more than one unit that occurs during a scene.
• Every unit has an objective for each character.
• An objective is expressed by using an active verb, for example-

doing, choosing, learning, jumping, playing.
• The objective is not necessarily what happens but what the 

character is striving for.

There is an example below:

18



E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 1

Use a one-word sentence. Perfect.

Start one sentence with an 

adverb + comma.

Gently, the wind whispered 
through the trees.

Start one sentence with an 

adjective + comma.
Stunned, I gazed out to sea. 

Always start one sentence 

with an – ing verb + 

comma.

Rolling as far as the eye could 

see, the sand was a crisp white.

Always use at least one 

drop-in who clause.

The locals, who are very relaxed, 

ride everywhere on bicycles with 

baguettes in their baskets!

Always use at least one 

drop-in which clause.

A serene evening, which was 

very warm, melted our hearts. 

TASK  1: Complete the table below, using the example to add sentences of your own.

He is manipulative, 
trying to make 
personal gains from 
any situation. 

TASK 2 . Creating vivid character descriptions. Read the passage below.

Creating vivid character descriptions - Technique 1: Verbs and Lists
In the passage below, Dickens uses a variety of verbs to describe the character of Scrooge, a 
miserable Victorian businessman. This is particularly effective as, both in reading and in real life, our 
impressions of people are largely formed by what they do rather than what they are.

Oh! But he was a tight-fisted hand at the grindstone, Scrooge! A squeezing, wrenching, grasping, 
scraping, clutching, covetous, old sinner! Hard and sharp as flint, from which no steel had ever struck 
out generous fire; secret, and self-contained, and solitary as an oyster. The cold within him froze his 
old features, nipped his pointed nose, shrivelled his cheek, stiffened his gait; made his eyes red, his 
thin lips blue; and spoke out shrewdly in his grating voice. A frosty rime was on his head, and on his 
eyebrows, and his wiry chin. He carried his own low temperature always about with him; he iced his 
office in the dog-days; and didn’t thaw it one degree at Christmas.
Charles Dickens, A Christmas Caro

TASK 2. Underline or highlight the verbs in the passage above and annotate them with the 
impression created of the character. An example is completed for you. 

19



E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 2

Good description tells us what impression the world would make on our senses. We need to 

consider how to convey to the reader our sense of sight, smell, sound, taste and touch.  

TASK 1. Read the following passage which describes a sailor caught in a storm. Highlight and 

label where the writer uses the following features:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TASK 2. Now let’s develop some vocabulary and devices to create an effective opening. 

 Fill in the blanks in the passage below, following the instructions in the brackets.  

This passage is about a boy who has lost his mum in a crowd. 

__________________ (adverb) I was alone – I had lost my mum. It seemed like she had 

________________ (verb) into thin air, never to be seen again. The crowd 

________________ (verb) me up like a _______________ (simile). My heart beat 

____________ (adverb) and I began to ____________ (verb) like a ________________ 

(simile). _________________ (adverb) I shouted for ______ (noun) but none came. I gave up 

and _______ (verb) on the floor. It was hopeless. I was lost. Stunned, I ______________ 

(verb) at the pavement, wondering what to do. The crowds, who _________________ (verb) 

around me like fog on a winter’s afternoon, ignored me and carried on about their business.  

“David,” _____________ (verb) a familiar voice, like a _____________________ 

______________________ (simile). I wasn’t lost. My ordeal was over. Breathe.  

 

TASK 3. Write a part of a story about a place in extreme cold.  

(24 marks for content and organisation 16 marks for technical accuracy) [40 marks] 

By midnight on the first night [the wind] had blown up. The 

barometer fell and the wind howled through the rigging. 

Changing sails on the foredeck was lethal. Kingfisher tried 

her best to cling to the water’s surface while I just tried to 

cling to her. I was being pounded, thrown again and again 

on to the deck as her hull flicked up to hit me while I was 

slammed down by the motion of falling from the wave 

before – it was unrelenting. With each impact I closed my 

eyes and gritted my teeth, hanging on as tightly as possible. I 

tried everything to calm her, but the waves were enormous, 

and whether we charged over them or fell down them, it was 

going to hurt. 

Ellen MacArthur, ‘Taking on the World.’ 

Sight 

Sound 

Touch 

Onomatopoeia  

Personification  

Repetition 

20



E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 3
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E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 3

Write the opening of a short horror story, based on a man who wakes 
up in the middle of the woods at night, with no idea how he got there.

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 4

HW 4
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E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11 SPR 4

HW 4
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E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

Y11 SPR 1

HW 5

Structural Feature Definition Example

One-word sentence

Simple sentence

Compound sentence

Complex sentence

Paragraphs N/A

Foreshadowing

Flashback

Intertextuality

Complete the table below:

Write the opening of a story below which includes a minimum of four 
of the structural features above:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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E N G L I S H

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

Y11 SPR 1

HW 6

Language Feature Definition Example

Oxymoron

Pathetic fallacy

Hyperbole

Sibilance 

Emotive language

Complete the table below:

Read the following extract:

How does the writer use language to describe the characters?

You could writer about:
• Words and phrases
• Language devices
• Sentence forms

(8 marks)26



HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

F O O D  P R E P A R A T I O N  A N D

N U T R I T I O N

FOOD PREPARATION AND

NUTRITION

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 1 

Task – Practice making your three dishes for the final menu at home. 
Follow your plan as closely as you can, but amend your plan if you need 
to. Ensure you follow all health and safety and food hygiene rules.

You must have your parent's/carer's permission and supervision during 
this task.

As part of your NEA2 Food Preparation Task, you are required to follow your Final Menu 
Plan to make three dishes in a three-hour exam. You need to ensure that all food hygiene 
and health and safety rules are followed, whilst demonstrating accurate and precise 
higher-level preparation and cooking skills for all three dishes.

You will only have one chance to do this right, however you can practice making these 
dishes at home as many times as you wish so you are prepared for the three hour exam.

27



HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

F O O D  P R E P A R A T I O N  A N D

N U T R I T I O N

FOOD PREPARATION AND

NUTRITION

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 2

Task – Answer the below exam question on the topic 'Nutrition'

Well done for completing all NEA tasks. Now it's time to prepare for your final exam by revising all topics and 
practicing exam questions.

Look at the Nutritional Facts and the ingredients list for this breakfast cereal. 
Crispy Crunchies Ingredients list: Wholegrain toasted wheat flakes, sucrose, rolled whole 
grain oats, rapeseed oil, maltodextrin, glucose, dextrose, fructose, salt 
Nutrition information:

a) Identify the different sugars on the 
ingredients list. (4 marks)

b) The breakfast cereal contains 14.4g of 
sugar per portion. Comment on whether 
you consider this to be a suitable amount 
of sugar for a child. (3 marks)

c) Discuss whether or not you would consider this cereal to be a healthy choice for a child. 
Use the data from the label to explain your answer. (3 marks)

28



G E O G R A P H Y SPR1 HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

India is an Emerging Country in Southern Asia

India’s Economy has Changed a lot Since 1990

Government Policies have also Helped to Increase Development 

Development is causing Population Change in India

Describe the situation (location) of 

India

Calculate the range of India’s GDP between 

1990 and 2015

Identify which industries have caused India’s 

economy to grow rapidly

Describe the changes in Exports and Imports 

that have improved India’s economy

Suggest and justify the best policy 

that has helped increase development

Identify the main cause of India’s 

population increasing rapidly

Explain how government policies has 

influenced an increase in population

Describe one problem that is created with population increasing rapidly

29



G E O G R A P H Y SPR1 HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

Economic Development has Pros and Cons for Different Groups of People

India’s Global Influence is Increasing

Has economic development had 

more of a positive or negative for 

people?

Justify your choice using evidence

Explain how India’s location has increased 

it’s importance globally

Economic Development has Impacts on the Environment 

Describe two negative impacts that 

economic development has had on 

the natural environment 

As a result of economic development, people have polluted the environment. Explain why this is a concern for people’s 

health currently and in to the future

30



H I S T O R Y YR 11

SPR 1, HW 1 and 2

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER

1. Weimar and Nazi Germany 
Topic 4 – Life in Nazi Germany 

1933-1939
/10

1. Were there any laws to force women to look in a certain way?

2. According to the Nazis, what was it a duty for woman to do 
as a wife?

3. The Nazis promoted traditional family life – What did 
they mean by Kinder, Kirche, Kuche, which was a motto given 
to women?

4. Were women encouraged to have as many or as few 
children as possible in Germany?

5. Discrimination for jobs was actually encouraged by the 
Nazis to increase the employment of men. True or False?

6. What did the Law for the Encouragement of Marriage 
(1933) say?

7. Who was made Reich Women’s Leader and was put in 
charge of laws for women?

8. What programme started in 1935, to encourage the birth 
of pure ‘Aryan’ children?

9. What did the Reich Marriage Law state in 1938?

10. What did the Cross of Honour for the German Mother (1938) 
law state?

2. Weimar and Nazi 
Germany Topic 4 – Life in Nazi 

Germany 1933-1939
/10

1. What was the Nazi Youth groups for girls?

2. What was the aim of the Nazi Youth groups for girls?

3. Was it compulsory for girls to participate in camping and hiking as 
part of the Nazi Youth groups for girls?

4. What were girls trained in as part of the Nazi Youth groups for girls?

5. Girls were taught the idea that the German race should be 
kept clean and pure by marrying an Aryan men. What was this called?

6. What was the Nazi Youth groups for boys?

7. What was the political aim of the Nazi Youth group for boys?

8. What was the military aim of the Nazi Youth group for boys?

9. What was the personality aim of the Nazi Youth group for boys?

10. What was the physical aim of the Nazi Youth group for boys?
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H I S T O R Y YR 11

SPR 1, HW 3 and 4

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER

3. Weimar and Nazi 
Germany Topic 4 – Life in Nazi 

Germany 1933-1939
/10

1. After 1933 what were schools brought in line with and who 
was the Nazi Education Minister?

2. What were the Napolas?

3. What did children study in Race Studies in Nazi Germany?

4. What did children study in Eugenics in Nazi Germany?

5. What happened to the length of school days and what 
children did after school?

6. How were Maths books rewritten?

7. What did History books tell students?

8. What skills were developed in Geography for boys?

9. What was the art of modern artists compared to in Art 
lessons?

10. What happened to the amount of time that students spent in 
PE lessons?

4. Weimar and Nazi 
Germany Topic 4 – Life in Nazi 

Germany 1933-1939
/10

1. Give one reason why Hitler needed to reduce unemployment 
in Germany?

2. What was the Autarky?

3. When was the Nazi Labour Service (RAD) set up and what did 
it offer?

4. What happened to the Nazi Labour Service (RAD) in 1935?

5. What is the German word for motorway and how many miles 
of new motorways did the Nazis plan to build throughout Germany?

6. How did the Nazis finance the building of the new motorways?

7. In 1936 who did Hitler put in charge of the Four Year Plan 
to organize rearmament and how much was spent on the arms 
industry by 1939?

8. How many people did the aircraft industry employ by 1935 and the 
army by 1939?

9. Give one reason why the Nazi unemployment statistics could not be 
trusted?

10. Give another reason why the Nazi unemployment statistics 
could not be trusted?
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H I S T O R Y YR 11

SPR 1, HW 5 and 6

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER

5. Weimar and Nazi 
Germany Topic 4 – Life in Nazi 

Germany 1933-1939
/10

1. What is meant by standard of living?

2. Why did higher employment improve the standard of living 
for most Germans?

3. Did wages improve under the Nazis? Explain

4. What happened to the car ownership between 1933-1939?

5. What happened to the average working week in terms of 
hours?

6. What Nazi organization was set up to control the workers?

7. What were the key duties of the German Labour Front?

8. What Nazi organization was set up to improve the standard 
of living for workers?

9. What did the Strength Through Joy programme aim to do?

10. What did the Beauty of Labour (SdA) programme do?

6. Weimar and Nazi 
Germany Topic 4 – Life in Nazi 

Germany 1933-1939
/10

1. Who were the Minority Groups in Nazi Germany?

2. Give examples of three minority groups in Germanys, 
excluding Jewish people.

3. What did the Nazi Racial Belief of Eugenics involve?

4. What did the Nazi Racial Belief of the Aryan Race involve?

5. Give one way the Nazis justified their ideas about minority groups.

6. What did the Nazis believe about homosexuals?

7. What did the Nazis set up in 1936 to deal with homosexuals?

8. What did the Nazis believe about gypsies?

9. What did the Nazis believe about the disabled?

10. What happened during Kristallnacht in 1938?
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M A T H E M A T I C S  YR 11 SPR1

HW 1 - 6

Each week you will be given one piece of online homework on 
Mathswatch by your Maths teacher. You must complete each 
week’s work and then record your results on the table below. If 
you cannot access Mathswatch, please see your Maths teacher.  

Mathematics Homework Log

Week 

Commencing Mathswatch Homework Percentage Achieved

09/01/23

16/01/23

23/01/23

30/01/23

06/01/23

13/02/23

My Mathswatch Login Details – Username:                                     Password:  

mathswatch

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 
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YR 10 SUM 1 

HW 1M U S I C

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR 11  SPR1 

HW 1
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P H O T O G R A P H Y

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR11 SPR1

HW 1

Coursework Improvements
Working on your food and drink projects and amending any work that 

needs improvement given to you in feedback sessions with your teacher. 
Ensure all Artist Research is SEMIA analysis, editing in done to improve 

the quality of the photographs and annotation explain how and why you 
changed the photographs. Ensure you are setting yourself regular and 

impactful homework's.
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P H O T O G R A P H Y

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

YR11 SPR1

HW 1

Tips to improve your digital 
portfolios

Use a consistent presentation style

Chose a presentation style and stick to it. Jumping from one 

presentation style to another, however, may result in a submission that 

is distracting and disjointed.

Vary page layouts to create visual interest

Some portfolio pages should have many illustrations, others a single 

artwork, and the remainder something in between. Vary the 

positioning of images and text on the page. Don’t be afraid of some 

white space.

Order work so that it shows the development of ideas

Although a portfolio is an informal, free-flowing document, it is 

important to remember that an examiner picks it up and ‘reads’ it in a 

short period of time. Structure the sketchbook in a way that reflects 

the overall development of your project.

Do not bulk up your portfolio with weaker work

Weak work sets off alarm bells for an examiner, alerting them to be on 

the lookout for weaknesses elsewhere. This does not mean that 

anything ‘less than perfect’ should be discarded. Mistakes provide 

valuable learning opportunities and cues for how subsequent learning 

took place. However, you must discriminate. If an image is glaringly 

worse than others, consider improving or eliminating it. Seek your 

teacher’s guidance before removing any work; improving existing 

work is often much faster than starting afresh.

Design pages with care

The portfolio offers an opportunity to remind the examiner that you 

are a dedicated, hard-working student, and that you care about the 

subject. This does not mean you must cram your portfolio with 

intense, labored work, but rather that the portfolio should speak of 

your effort, commitment, and passion.
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P h y s i c a l  E d u c a t i o n

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

2. 
/10

1. /10

1) Give two factors that affect the engagement patterns of 
groups. 

2) Define the term ‘role model’.

3) What is a socio-economic factor?

4) Define the term ‘disability’.

5) Explain a factor that could affect the engagement pattern 
of women in sports.

6) Explain a factor that could affect the engagement pattern 
of older people in sports.

7) Explain a factor that could affect the engagement pattern 
of people for a particular race/religion.

8) Explain how a role model could promote sports 
participation.

9) What sports may be more suitable for older sports 
performers? Provide 3 examples.

10) What is discrimination?

1) Name 3 types of media.

2) What is sponsorship?

3) What is meant by the term ‘the press’?

4) What are 2 positive effects of increased media coverage?

5) What are 2 negative effects if increased media coverage?

6) What is meant by the term ‘sexism’?

7) Define the key term ‘leisure time’?

8) How can family help promote the participation of a 
sports performer?

9) How can family negatively affect the participation of a 
sports performer?

10) Give an example of sports facilities can be adapted to 
encourage disability participation.

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 1
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P h y s i c a l  E d u c a t i o n

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

4.
/10

3. /10

1) What is sponsorship?

2) Explain 2 benefits to a performer regarding sponsorship?

3) What are the 3 parts of the golden triangle?

4) Provide an example of sponsorship in a team sport of 
your choice.

5) Provide an example of sponsorship in an individual sport 
of your choice.

6) What could be a negative affect of the media be on a 
sports official?

7) What benefit might a company receive from sponsoring a 
sports performer?

8) How can social media be used to provide information on 
sports team or sports performer?

9) What is a positive effect of commercialisation on 
supporters?

10) What is a negative effect of commercialisation on 
supporters?

1) What type of sponsor might not be deemed suitable for a 
school sports team?

2) How can Hawkeye be used in sports?

3) Define the term ‘gamesmanship’ and give an example.

4) Why might sports performers take PEDs?

5) What sports may benefit from a performer taking beta 
blockers as a PED?

6) What are 2 positive affects of having spectators at a 
sporting event?

7) What are 3 reasons why hooliganism may take place at a 
sporting event?

8) What PED may be taken to reduce the feeling of pain for 
the performer?

9) Which type of athlete may participate in blood doping to 
enhance performance? 

10) What are 3 negative side effects of blood doping on the 
performer?

YR 11 SPR 1

HW 2
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R E L I G I O U S  E D U C A T I O N HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

ISLAM- attitudes to gender equality

God created all people equal, from a single soul (Qur’an 49:13)

Prophet Muhammad worked to unite the tribes in Madinah / equality for all

Men and women have the same religious and moral responsibilities (Qur’an 16:97)

Islamic law recognises the full property rights of women before and after marriage. A wife 
can keep her maiden name and be financially supported. 

CHRISTIANITY – attitude to gender equality

All people are created equal in the image of God (Genesis 1:27)

Jesus respected women and welcomed them as disciples

The command to love ones neighbour means that discrimination is wrong. 

Some traditional Christians interpret Bible texts literally and think husbands should rule 
over their wives (Genesis 3:16) and that women should mainly stay at home and care for 

children. But most Christians today see marriage as an equal partnership. 

Based on the beliefs and teachings above, the Islamic view of gender is…

Based on the beliefs and teachings above, the Christian view of gender is…
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R E L I G I O U S  E D U C A T I O N HW 2

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 

I S L A M - n a t u r e  o f  f a m i l i e s

The family shapes the moral values and character of 
children

Muslims care for elderly parents with kindness and 
respect because they did the same when they were 

young (Qur’an)

Children have a duty to respect parents. Children are 
a blessing from God.

Parents have a duty to provide a stable environment 
and raise their children to be good Muslims 

o ”.. Be kind to your parents…” (Qur’an 
17:23)

o “Heaven is under the feet of the mothers.” 
(Hadith)

o “For every tree there is a fruit and the fruit 
of the heart is the child.” (Hadith)

o “Honour your children and perfect their 
manners.” (Hadith)

o “He who is good to his parents, blessings 
be upon him..”

C H R I S T I A N I T Y - n a t u r e  o f  
f a m i l i e s

Christians must “love one another” (John 13:34)’ it is 
in the family that a child learns to love

A commandment says “Honour your father and 
mother” 

Children are gifts from God so parents must respect
their dignity

Christian parents are expected to be good role models, 
teach children their faith, pray with them 

o “Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ 
loved the Church and gave himself up for 
her.” (Ephesians 5:25)

o “Listen to your father, who gave you life, 
and do not despite your mother when she is 
old.” (Proverbs 23:22)

o “Children are a heritage from the LORD, 
offspring a reward from him…” (Psalm 127:3-5

o “Children, obey your parents in everything, 
for this pleases the Lord. Fathers, do not 
embitter your children, or they will become 
discouraged.” (Colossians 3:20-21)

Summarise the Islamic view of the nature of families:

Summarise the Christian view of the nature of families:
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S C I E N C E

https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/app/ho
me

WEEK 

COMMENCING
HOME LEARNING TASK

AVERAGE 
SCORE 

09/01/23

16/01/23

23/01/23

30/01/23

06/01/23

13/02/23

Log onto 
https://www.pearsonactivelearn.com/app/home

and complete your weekly homework.

YR 11 SPR1

HW 1  - 6

USERNAME

PASSWORD

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 
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S p a n i s h
HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 
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S p a n i s h
HW 2

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 
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YR 9 SUM 2

HW 2U R D U YR 11 SPR1

HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 
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YR 9 SUM 2

HW 2U R D U YR 11 SPR1

HW 1

SELF-ASSESSMENT PEER-ASSESSMENT TEACHER 
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PA R E N T  &  T E AC H E R  
C O M M E N T S

SUBJECT: DATE & SIGN

TEACHER COMMENT

PARENT COMMENT

SUBJECT: DATE & SIGN

TEACHER COMMENT

PARENT COMMENT

SUBJECT: DATE & SIGN

TEACHER COMMENT

PARENT COMMENT

SUBJECT: DATE & SIGN

TEACHER COMMENT

PARENT COMMENT
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Saltley Academy Head of School / Mr P White
Belchers Lane, Birmingham, West Midlands, B9 5RX

0121 566 6555 Office@saltley.academy

tel:0121%20566%206555
mailto:Office@saltley.academy
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